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Background: Nanotechnology has made inroads over time within surgery and
medicine. Translational medical devices and therapies based on nanotechnology are being developed and put into practice. In plastic surgery, it is anticipated
that this new technology may be instrumental in the future. Microelectromechanical systems are one form of nanotechnology that offers the ability to
develop miniaturized implants for use in the treatment of numerous clinical
conditions. The authors summarize their published preliminary findings regarding a microelectromechanical systems– based electrochemical stimulation
method through modulation of ions around the nerve that is potentially implantable and clinically efficacious, and expand upon current and potential
usages of nanotechnology in plastic surgery.
Methods: Sciatic nerves (n ⫽ 100) of 50 American bullfrogs were placed on a
microfabricated planar gold electrode array and stimulated electrically. Using
Ca2⫹-selective membranes, ion concentrations were modulated around the
nerve environment in situ. In addition, a comprehensive review of the literature
was performed to identify all available data pertaining to the use of nanotechnology in medicine.
Results: A 40 percent reduction of the electrical threshold value was observed
using the Ca2⫹ ion–selective membrane. The uses of nanotechnology specifically
applicable to plastic surgery are detailed.
Conclusions: Nanotechnology may likely lead to advancements in the art and
science of plastic surgery. Using microelectromechanical systems nanotechnology, the authors have demonstrated a novel means of modulating the activation
of nerve impulses. These findings have potentially significant implications for
the design of special nano-enhanced materials that can be used to promote
healing, control infection, restore function, and aid nerve regeneration and
rehabilitation. (Plast. Reconstr. Surg. 130: 879e, 2012.)

M

icroelectromechanical systems technology focuses on creating functional implants that function on the nanoscale and
utilize electromechanical elements constructed
using microfabrication techniques. These devices
can range from a few millimeters to the submicron
level (Fig. 1).1 This technology involves the integration of several microcomponents on a single
chip to create a microsystem that can both sense
and affect the environment. Nanotechnology
takes advantage of the fact that the properties of
materials change at the nanoscale. Combining the
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two in a process called heterogeneous integration
enables microelectromechanical system devices to
have broad applications in other industries, including biomedicine (detecting and curing diseases), energy systems (stretching the world’s resources and reducing pollution), security systems,
and consumer applications (televisions, mobile
devices) (Table 1).1,2 The term nanomedicine is
used to describe the current applications of nanotechnology in the screening, diagnosis, and treatment of disease.3 It has been estimated that the
U.S. market for nanotechnology medical products
will increase to $53 billion by year’s end, doubling
over the course of the next 5 years.4 A leading
international business research company, the
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Fig. 1. Comparison of the size scales of microfluidic and nanofluidic particles.

Table 1. Commercial Applications of
Microelectromechanical Systems Devices
Use
Accelerometers in
modern cars
MEMS gyroscopes
Silicon pressure
sensors
Accelerometers in
consumer
electronics
Displays
Interferometric
modular display
MEMS microphones
Bio-MEMS
Miscellaneous

Examples
Airbag deployment
Dynamic stability control
Car tire pressure sensors,
disposable blood pressure
sensors
Game controllers (Nintendo
Wii), personal media players,
cell phones (iPhone, HTC),
digital cameras (Canon
Digital IXUS models)
DMD chip in DLP-based
projectors, microscanners
Mobile devices
Cell phones, head sets, laptops
Biosensor, chemosensor
Inkjet printers, micro-cooling

MEMS, microelectromechanical systems; DLP, Digital Light
Processing.

Freedonia Group, predicts that the demand for
nanotechnology medical products will increase 17
percent annually to $75.1 billion by 2014 and $149
billion by 2019. This group suggests that the greatest impact of nanotechnology in health care will
involve diagnostics and therapies for cancer as well
as nervous system disorders.4
Nanotechnology has made inroads over time
within surgery and medicine. Originally, the pioneers of medical nanomaterials focused on diagnostic and drug delivery as well as contrast agents.
Their high surface area–to–volume ratio and
unique magnetic properties enable them to bind
with more molecules per unit volume, thus ren-
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dering them superior contrast agents for medical
imaging.5 When used as drug delivery agents,
nanomaterials exhibit the ability to specifically target selected tissues and release therapeutic drug
amounts after binding their target in a dose-dependent manner. This highly specific binding
reduces toxic side effects and minimizes tissue
injury.6,7 Due to their small size, nanoparticles (between 100 and 1 nm) have the ability to penetrate
barriers that normally cannot be traversed by
larger microparticles (between 0.1 and 100 m);
they are able to enter leaky vascular beds in tumors
while evading excretion as a result of impaired
lymphatic drainage. Cancer treatments on the horizon may capitalize on this property to passively
target tumors.7 Furthermore, nanoparticles can be
used to target tumors based on their cell surface
receptors, which allows for highly selective chemotherapeutic treatment.8 This technology extends to the operating room; conjugated nanoparticles with antibodies specific to tumor cells can
be visualized in real time by surgeons who can then
remove only what is abnormal, thereby decreasing
damage to healthy surrounding tissues.9 This technique is not limited to generic, highly metabolic
tumor identification but can also be used to target
two or more types of cancer simultaneously, allowing specific delivery of chemotherapeutic payloads to each site.9 Promising preclinical results
using nanotechnology for ablative tumor therapy
have also been observed in thoracic oncology,
where nanotechnology is being heralded as “the
next generation of diagnostic and therapeutic
agents for lung cancer with the frontiers of min-
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imally invasive thoracic surgery eventually being
explored at the nanoscale.”10,11
Translational medical devices and therapies
based on nanotechnology have already been developed and put into practice in vascular surgery. These methods include the use of stents
coated with sirolimus, titania, nanotextured hydroxyapatite, and paclitaxel, which augment reendothelialization without increasing the risk of
thrombosis. In addition, nanoparticles have
been implemented for imaging erosions and
plaques in early vascular disease.4 The potential
for transdermal drug delivery using nanocarriers is currently being investigated. Other applications include the development of more effective vaccinations3 (hepatitis B12), diagnosis of
sexually transmitted diseases, improved pregnancy tests, more sensitive cardiac markers, and
high-throughput genomics.5
Regarding future plastic surgery applications,
it is anticipated that once this new technology is
further developed, a new transdermal botulinum
toxin type A and filler market will replace currently available injectables.13,14 Suture or injectable nanobeds can easily be laced with steroids
which could then serve as a “depot,” releasing
steroid over weeks and months to treat keloids as
opposed to receiving repeated, isolated, painful
injections.4
For reconstructive and rehabilitative aims, microelectromechanical systems technology has also
provided a platform for the management of muscle and nerve paresis/paralysis where existing
treatment options are limited in availability, reproducibility, and outcomes.15 Electrical stimulation has several potential applications in medicine
and, in particular, plastic and reconstructive
surgery.16 –22 Currently, functional electrical stimulation is used in patients suffering from neurologic conditions to restore functional motor activities, such as standing, ambulation, cycling,
hand grasp and release, arm reaching, breathing,
and bladder/bowel control. However, high-energy expenditure and lack of a totally implantable
device before microelectromechanical systems
have prevented broadening applications.23–25 We
have developed potential groundwork for an implantable device that utilizes an electrochemical
nerve stimulation method through local modulation of ion concentrations at the interface between
the peripheral nerve and a stimulation electrode
using ion-selective membranes and have recently
published pilot results in a major paper.25

SUMMARY OF APPROACH AND DATA
RESULTS
The methods previously described are summarized in the current report.25 Sciatic nerves innervating the gastrocnemius muscles of 50 American bullfrogs (n ⫽ 100) were dissected for in vitro
experiments. Each nerve was placed on a microfabricated planar gold electrode array and a stimulation current was applied. Nerve stimulation
threshold and muscle contractile forces were measured using bare gold electrodes without Ca2⫹
modulation (control). This setup was then repeated using a microfabricated Ca2⫹-selective
membrane. An ion depletion current was applied
across the ion-selective membrane. After depleting the ions at a fixed current for a fixed time
interval, we applied an electrical stimulus current
with the ion depletion current turned off (Fig. 2).
Stimulation threshold and muscle contraction
force were measured and compared. To verify the
effect of Ca2⫹ ion depletion on nerve excitability,
additional control experiments were performed
(1) using a polyvinyl chloride membrane (not
Ca2⫹ ion–specific ionophore), (2) using a stimulation experiment with ion-selective membrane in
10% donkey serum to emulate a serum-rich environment similar to body fluid, and (3) switching
the polarity of the electrodes (ion-selective membrane on the anode). Confocal microscopy and a
fluorescent Ca2⫹ indicator dye (Fluo-4 NW, Life
Technologies Corporation, Grand Island, N.Y.)
were used to detect the change in Ca2⫹ concentration measured by a change in intensity of the
fluorescent dye at the peripheral nerve interface.25
A 40 percent reduction of the electrical threshold value was observed (from 7.4 A to 4.4 A)

Fig. 2. Experimental setup for modulation of calcium ions surrounding a peripheral nerve as previously described.25
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using the Ca2⫹ ion–selective membrane as described in published pilot results (Fig. 3).25 We
demonstrated that a Ca2⫹ ion–selective membrane
can be used as a selective ion reservoir to deplete
and store the target ion from a zone adjacent to
the nerve by controlling the current across the
ion-selective membrane. This reduction of the
electrical threshold was achieved at an ion depletion current of 1A or less. This result is the first
time that a local in situ control of ion concentration
has been utilized to achieve higher excitability
states for electrical stimulation of a peripheral
nerve. To lower the threshold further, we applied
an ion depletion current of 1A across the Ca2⫹
ion–selective membrane for 1 minute before application of the electric stimulus. We found that we
could decrease the threshold of nerve firing by an
additional 20 percent to 2.2A (Fig. 4). In control
experiments, the use of a polyvinyl chloride membrane and reversing polarity showed no reduction
of threshold value without ion depletion. An insignificant reduction of threshold value was seen
when an ion depletion current was applied, which
can be attributed to increased axonal excitability
as a result of Ca2⫹ depletion. The stimulation experiment with the ion-selective membrane immersed in 10% donkey serum confirmed the role
of Ca2⫹ ions in nerve excitation and showed that
this methodology could be feasible in a serum-rich
environment. Confocal microscopy showed decreased fluorescence intensity after the application of the ion depletion current, confirming that
the results obtained were in fact as a result of Ca2⫹
depletion (Figs. 5 and 6).25
We have demonstrated a novel means of using
ion-selective membranes in modulating the activation of nerve impulses in a reversible, graded

Fig. 4. Electrical stimulation of the nerve in the setting of calcium ion predepletion.

fashion. This device is readily applicable as electrochemical nerve modulation technology.
One of our concerns was the theoretical limitation of ion reservoir capacity in the ion-selective
membrane. However, our in vitro experiments
showed that ionic homeostasis was achieved nearly
instantaneously, as would be expected when the
implant is bathed in serum in vivo. In addition, to
“empty” the ion reservoir, the polarity of the electrodes simply needs to be reversed. However, this
limitation is obviated by using the ion-selective
membrane material as a “filter” rather than for
“storage” of the calcium ions.
By incorporating the electrodes on a flexible
substrate, we can potentially wrap these constructs
360 degrees around peripheral nerves ranging from
1 to 8 mm in diameter.26 This configuration increases the surface contact area between the electrodes and the peripheral nerve, thereby potentially
significantly reducing ion depletion time and increasing nerve modulation efficiency. Further studies are needed to determine how best to apply this
electrochemical stimulation technique to optimize
stimulation and inhibition of human nerves to
achieve a titratable, long-lasting implantable device.

DISCUSSION

Fig. 3. Electrical stimulation using ion selective membranes.
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Our in vitro experimental results using microfabricated planar ion-selective membranes demonstrate that the depletion of Ca2⫹ ions can reduce
the electrical threshold of a peripheral nerve under a constant perfusion of Ringer’s solution.
Moreover, the force amplitude generated at the
downstream muscle was more accurately controlled by the Ca2⫹ ion depletion with a higher
degree of resolution and/or dynamic range than
with traditional FES methods. This proposed elec-
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Fig. 5. Confocal microscopy showing a decrease in the intensity of calcium-specific fluorescence dye before and after calcium ion depletion.

trochemical device allows modulating ion concentrations around the nerve either at the site of
electrical stimulation or further down nerves distal
from the stimulation site. It is the first report of an
ion-selective microelectrode array on a flexible
substrate that has been used to control the ionic
environment around the nerve for functional electrical stimulation. Each of the ion-selective electrodes can be individually controlled to create a
hypersensitive zone in a motor nerve for electrical
stimulation. We have demonstrated a novel means
of using ion-selective membranes in modulating
action potential activation which has potentially
significant implications for the design of neural
prosthetic devices that are compact, expend minimal energy, and are able to selectively enhance
nerve action potentials. This flexible device is one
important step in incorporating microelectromechanical systems and nanotechnology in nerve reconstruction procedures.
The current modalities of nanotechnology being applied in other areas of medicine, such as drug
delivery, imaging, and treatment of disease, potentially affect the breadth of plastic surgery. For instance, microtopographies and nanotopographies
have been found to greatly affect fibroblasts that
influence long-term biointegration of breast implants. In a study by Barr et al.,27 the outer surface
architecture of five breast implant materials was examined. The authors found that implant surfaces
did indeed require modification to enhance bio-

compatibility, suggesting that custom nanotopographies could be integrated with controlled-release
antibiotics into implant shells to potentially reduce
capsular contracture.27 Furthermore, breast implants can be potentially modified by altering their
nanoarchitecture to minimize capsular contracture
and integrating their coating with antimicrobial
agents that could be used to decrease the incidence
of infection. In the future, breast implants might
serve a role in cancer surveillance; when embedded
with breast cancer cell–specific proteins and microelectromechanical systems devices, they have the potential to detect pathologic cells, treat them, and
notify the patient’s oncologist of recurrence.4
The treatment of wounds and skin infections
can potentially be enhanced by the creation of a
therapeutically active wound dressing. This concept can be achieved through a process called
electrospinning, in which very long nanofibers are
synthesized and embedded with anesthetics, antimicrobial compounds, and anti-inflammatory
agents. Heunis and Dicks28 used nanofibers to
create materials containing huge densities of
embedded bacteriocins, antibiotics, and growth
factors. In another study, Chun and Webster29
demonstrated that nanostructured polytetrafluoroethylene is nonimmunogenic in vivo secondary to low macrophage adhesion and low
protein absorption.
Furthermore, nanomaterials have been shown
to reduce the capacity of microorganisms to form
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Fig. 6. A record of the time lapse using confocal microscopy
showing that as depletion time increases, there is a corresponding decrease in the calcium concentration related to calcium-specific fluorescence dye concentration.

biofilms. The ability to reduce an immune response can potentially lead to the development of
implantable materials with an immunologically inert surface nanoarchitecture that can resist infection and minimize the body’s inflammatory re-
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sponse. Tian et al.30 examined the role of silver
nanoparticles in scar formation and wound healing. The authors demonstrated that healing was
hastened in thermal injury model rats (deep partial-thickness wounds) using silver nanoparticles
compared with pure silver sulfadiazine (11 days
versus 26.5 days). The authors also reported that
wounds resembled normal skin and demonstrated nearly normal hair growth with less hypertrophic scarring. It was also observed that
silver nanoparticles had superior antibacterial
properties and were involved in beneficial cytokine modulation, thus potentially limiting the
inflammatory response.30
During facial fracture cases, sinus floor elevation has been performed in conjunction with nano-structured hydroxyapatite– based biomaterials.
Stubinger et al.31 reported new trabecular bone
formation within 6 months without the need for
autogenous bone grafting. Furthermore, this material exhibited excellent tissue biocompatibility,
and histologic analysis demonstrated no evidence
of marked foreign body reaction. Similarly, bioceramics based on nanotechnology have been
broadly utilized by maxillofacial surgeons in mandibular reconstruction and temporomandibular
joint surgery to restore dentition and reconstruct
mandible defects.32 Titanium plates currently
used for the fixation of facial fractures could potentially be replaced by biodegradable nano-enhanced plates coated with cytokines, anesthetic
agents, antibiotics, and anti-inflammatory drugs to
control pain, to reduce the risk of infection, to
stimulate bone healing, and to decrease the time
required to remain in the mandibulomaxillary region for healing.3
For the plastic and reconstructive surgeon, the
use of an implantable neuromodulatory device
has numerous clinical applications. Approximately 127,000 cases of permanent facial paralysis
are reported annually in the United States alone.33
Current treatment options have demonstrated
limited outcomes in certain cases, and synkinesis
remains a prominent issue during rehabilitation.34
As an adjuvant to nerve grafting and/or primary
nerve repair, implantable electrical prosthetics for
facial reanimation, similar to currently available
cochlear implants, could serve to improve neuromuscular rehabilitation (Fig. 7).16 In addition,
electrical stimulation of the orbicularis oculi muscle has been shown to potentially aid in restoration
of the blink reflex following zygomaticotemporal
denervation.18
In hand and extremity surgery, microelectromechanical systems provide a means of potentially
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Fig. 7. Schematic of a theoretical implantable electrical prosthesis for facial reanimation in a patient with unilateral facial
paralysis. On the patient’s right side, sensing electrodes are
placed. These sensing electrodes, though depicted on the
nerve on the “normal” side, may also be fashioned for intramuscular sensing. When the patient’s normal facial neuromusculature activates, signals are sent to a processor that then
activates the paralyzed side. This device would be placed in
conjunction with a cross-facial nerve graft or primary nerve
repair on the injured side.

creating a neural interface in myoelectric prosthetics to
improve fine motor control (Figs. 8 and 9).17 Furthermore, electrical stimulation has been shown to
augment muscle force and decrease muscle atrophy
following limb amputation19 while promoting regeneration of the peripheral nerve in as early as 3
weeks.20 Wang et al.35 developed a nerve regeneration conduit in rats using a bilayer chitosan tube
(chitosan nonwoven nano/microfiber mesh) to enhance Schwann cell migration. These test grafts were
removed at 5 and 10 weeks to show nerve regeneration comparable to that with control isografts,
establishing a basis for use in peripheral nerve
repair. Ding et al.36 created biodegradable nanoenhanced nerve scaffolds to aid in the treatment
of a 10-mm peripheral nerve injury in rabbits.
The scaffold was found to exhibit more rapid
nerve regeneration, improved nerve conduction
velocity and nerve potential amplitude, thicker
myelin sheaths, and better laminin absorption.
There exists a clinical need for alternative
methods of nerve stimulation that are clinically
efficacious and well-tolerated. Microelectromechanical systems technology has a myriad of potential clinical applications in plastic and recon-

Fig. 8. Schematic of a theoretical implantable myoelectric prosthesis of the hand to be used as a neural interface to improve fine
motor control. Similar to a theoretical facial implant, a sensing
lead receives signals from a “normal” nerve activation which, in
turn, causes an activation of a lead to stimulate a damaged
nerve segment (in orange). Adapted with permission from the
Medical RF.COM/SCIENCE Photo Library.

Fig. 9. Schematic of a theoretical implantable myoelectric
prosthesis of the lower limb to be used as a neural interface to
improve motor control. Adapted with permission from the
Medical RF.COM/SCIENCE Photo Library.
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Fig. 10. Schematic of an ion-selective micro-electrode array using standard microfabrication techniques as a prototype for an implant. Depicted
are various ion-selective membrane areas depending on nerve topography.

science of plastic surgery. Special nano-enhanced
materials can potentially be used to promote healing, control infection, restore function, and aid
nerve regeneration and rehabilitation. Microelectromechanical systems nanotechnology offers the
ability to develop miniaturized implants for use in
the treatment of numerous conditions. Electrical
stimulation has several potential applications in
plastic surgery, ranging from the restoration of
facial animation following tumor ablation or trauma
to serving an adjunctive role in myoelectric prostheses. We have developed a microelectromechanical
systems– based electrochemical stimulation method
that is potentially implantable, clinically efficacious,
and durable which might be used to treat a multitude of clinical conditions and provide a platform
for the management of nervous dysfunction syndromes.

Fig. 11. Schematic of a theoretical implantable microelectromechanical systems– based electrical stimulation device
based from the spinal cord, which might be used for the treatment of central nervous system dysfunction syndromes.
Adapted with permission from the Medical RF.COM/SCIENCE
Photo Library.

structive surgery and may provide solutions for the
management of previously devastating nervous
dysfunction syndromes (Figs. 7 through 11).25

CONCLUSIONS
Nanotechnology is a novel technology which
will likely lead to advancements in the art and
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